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Marker Rendering

What is Rapid VisualizaEon?
§

Drawing can be a representa/on of
what we see or what we think we
want to see.

§

It can be a representa/on of reality or
an abstract idea made manifest in
real form.

§

Rapid Visualiza/on is the technique of
idea/ng an idea or real form very
quickly. It is not, however, a gestural
drawing. There is more aBen/on to
scale, propor/on.

What is Rapid VisualizaEon?
§

Rapid visualiza/on has an immediacy
to it and usually takes the form of a
sketch.

§

The preferred medium is ﬁneliner pen
and white paper.

§

Louis Kahn (see right) drew these
sketches on a loose sheet of wri/ng
paper.

What is Rapid VisualizaEon?
§

We will learn quick techniques for
drawing structures, people as well as
instruc/on sheets. These are all forms
of rapid visualiza/on.

§

Structure drawings (week 1) are
more formal and /ghter. They also
take into account tonal ﬁnishing
unlike rapid visualiza/on which
focuses more on line.

Who Uses Markers?
§

Who uses markers? The ques/on
should be who doesnʼt use markers?

§

From preschool children who use
them for drawing on everything, to
students who use them for
highligh/ng their notes and
textbooks, to illustrators who use
them for extremely detailed
renderings, markers are one of the
most widely used drawing materials.
(Kemnitzer)

Who Uses Markers?
§

In a professional world,
markers are used
extensively by industrial
designers, architects,
illustrators and interior
designers. (Rendering with

Markers: Kemnitzer)

Why are They Used?
Markers are popular with professionals because
they oﬀer several advantages:
(1) Immediacy/Speed: As a medium, they provide
quick and realis/c results.
(2) Range: Markers can be found in countless
hues and shades of gray
(3) CompaEbility: Markers can work on a variety
of materials from marker paper to coloured
Canson paper.
(4) Stability: Unlike pastels and conte crayon,
markers do not need a ﬁxa/ve and dry instantly.
(Kemnitzer)

Why are They Used?
§

Probably the overwhelming reason
why markers are used so much by
professionals is that they facilitate
quick sketching and rendering.

§

Because sketches and renderings can
be executed in marker faster than
than any other medium and that the
results are oXen as good and oXen
beBer.

§

A greater number of design concepts
can be communicated to the design
team and clients can have more
realis/c decision results. (Kemnitzer)

Markers are a Unique
Graphic Material

§

Markers are a unique graphic
material. They apply colour to
paper in a very direct and
immediate manner.

§

They are convenient in that
they do not require
prepara/on and no-clean up,
as do brushed on materials.
(Rendering with Markers: Kemnitzer)

Markers are a Unique
Graphic Material
§

They are also unforgiving in that once
the marker is applied to paper, the

colour canʼt be removed and the degree to
which it can be manipulated is restricted.

§

Good marker renderings to be
ʻimpressionisEcʼ.

§

That is to say they should express a
quality for light that gives them visual
interest and excitement. (Kemnitzer)

Controlling the View
§

Novice marker renderers feel
compelled to ﬁll the en/re page
with colour.

§

It isnʼt necessary from an
illustra/ve point of view and
oXen serves to confuse and
distract the viewer! (Kemnitzer)

Controlling the View
§

No/ce in this rendering that there are
quite a few areas where no marker is
applied.

§

This example of a rendering creates a
visual focus on the entrance of this
house that is stronger than that of
the photograph (hint: remember focal
points?)

§

The house seems to dissolve to the
edge of the paper, which helps draw
aBen/on to the door. (Rendering with Markers:

Kemnitzer)

Enhancement of Light
§

When ligh/ng condi/ons are
strong enough to create an
interes/ng array of values in
reality, subtle details are oXen
eliminated or obscured.

§

No/ce the nearly
uniden/ﬁable display in the
adjacent marker rendering.
(Kemnitzer)

Developing a Value Range
§

To clearly deﬁne a form, it is best to
depict that form within a complete range
of values.

§

Objects of one predominant colour or
hue, like this building can be a problem to
renderers when the colours are black and
white.

§

(Kemnitzer)

Developing a Value Range
§

To simplify the rendering, the value
range has to be exaggerated a bit.
You can see in the photograph that
the faces are almost all the same
value.

§

Here, the ar/st has lightened the
surfaces closest to the viewer in a
lighter value.

§

As in our earlier lab, you can get
away with using 2-3 markers to
establish tonal values. (Kemnitzer)

Zoning Values
§ Because markers are a very immediate
medium that oﬀers limited opportunity
to blend and manipulate value,
gradated manipulaEon of values is
extremely diﬃcult.

§

To create the illusion of a surface that
gradually changes from light to dark, it is
necessary to depict the surface with
several steps of value grada/on.
(Kemnitzer)

Zoning Values
§

For example, the cactus plant has
been deﬁned with zones of green in a
four-step range of values.

§

When you have such zones, it is
important for marker renderers to
consider how these values might be
zoned in a way that deﬁnes form, but
also facilitates the sense of light
reacEng with the surface of the
object. (Kemnitzer)

Deﬁning Materials
§

When deﬁning speciﬁc materials,
marker renderers must iden/fy the
main characteris/cs of that material
and exaggerate those qualiEes.

§

In the case of this torn package of
potatoes, the exaggera/on of material
quali/es is observable: the texture of
the potatoes are depicted in a bolder
manner than in real life.

§

As well, we see the visual quali/es of
the cellophane shrink-wrap and the
elonga/on of the reﬂec/on on the
surface. (Kemnitzer)

The Marker as Graphic Material
§

Colours: When markers were ﬁrst
introduced, there were very few
colours from which to choose, and
they were very intense, basic
colours that were not conducive to
blending.

§

Fortunately, for marker renderings,
compe//on among manufacturers
has provided ar/st with an
overwhelming amount of colours,
some that can match materials.
(Kemnitzer)

The Marker as Graphic Material
§

Sizes: The range of marker sizes has also changed drama/cally. Not
long ago, markers were available in only body size and /p
conﬁgura/on; now there are a plethora of sizes and conﬁgura/ons,
ranging from the narrow chisel /ps to the double-ended /ps.
(Kemnitzer)

Gray Markers
§

Gray markers are very useful when
illustra/ng objects that are white or black,
allowing for the addi/on of surface shadows.

§

Gray markers are available in warm or cool
grays in ranges from 1 (almost white) to 9
(almost black).

§

The cool gray markers have an almost blue
/nt to them, while warm grays have a
brownish /nt.

§

When you select a range of gray markers for
an illustra/on, be sure that the value range is
compa/ble with the object you are rendering
and that you are not mixing the cool and
warm gray markers. (Rendering with
Markers: Kemnitzer)

Marker Papers: QualiEes
§

Many marker manufacturers produce papers made speciﬁcally for marker
illustra/on.

§

There are also a number of papers and illustra/on boards that are suitable
for markers, but not made speciﬁcally for them.

Image: www.letraset.com

Marker Papers: QualiEes
§

Many marker manufacturers produce papers made speciﬁcally for marker
illustra/on.

§

There are also a number of papers and illustra/on boards that are suitable
for markers, but not made speciﬁcally for them.

§

Marker papers require special quali/es that have a great eﬀect on the
rendering. They are:

§

(1) Translucency: how much light can pass through. Allows for background
colours and underlay drawings.

§

(2) Ink AbsorpEon rate/Capacity: the speed that the paper absorbs the ink
and the capacity before it ʻbleedsʼ to other sheets.

§

(3) Surface tooth: The roughness or graininess of a drawing paper.

Marker Papers

Marker rendering done on
Drafting Vellum

Marker rendering done on
Marker Pad

Other Papers
§

The use of coloured papers is popular
among architects and product designers
because the colour of the paper can be
used to represent the colour of the
product.

§

Darker values can be achieved with gray
marker applica/ons and highlights are
created using coloured pencils. (Kemnitzer)

Other Papers
§

SomeEmes the qualiEes of several
diﬀerent papers can be combined in a
rendering.

§

In this example, a shoe was rendered on
marker paper and then glued onto a
coloured Canson paper. Shadow was
applied on the coloured paper. (Kemnitzer)

Marker Techniques

How to Hold the Marker
§

Hold the marker in your drawing hand
so that you can see the point of contact
between the working edge of the
marker and paper surface.

§

With the working edge down, make
your mark with a smooth, quick stroke
away from your body (direc/on-wise).

§

Donʼt allow the Ep to sit too long at
the beginning or end of the stroke as it
will create ʻpoolsʼ of colour

§

Maintain an even pressure on the the
marker and maintain a consistent
speed of applica/on to maintain
consistent ink ﬂow. (Rendering with
Markers: Kemnitzer)

Blended Parallel Stroke Technique
§

The blended parallel stroke
technique is used to create a
smooth ﬁeld of colour.

§

It involves laying down marker
strokes parallel to and just barely
touching each other, but not
overlapping.

§

You will learn to leave a ﬁne gap
between strokes which will ﬁll in
through the seepage of the ink.

§

Donʼt use a ruler as a guide
because the ink will pool under the
ruler and cause capillary-like pools
of ink!! (Kemnitzer)

Exercise: Controlling the
Working Edge
§

In a typical rendering the angle of the
marker stroke is seldom perpendicular
to the stroke direc/on.

§

When crea/ng irregularly shaped
ﬁelds of colour, the beginning of the
stroke is oXen a diﬀerent angle then
the end of the stroke. (Kemnitzer)

Exercise: Controlling the
Working Edge
§

To do this you must carefully rotate
the marker /p while making the
stroke un/l it is in the correct
orienta/on at the end of the mark.

§

Using a fresh sheet of paper, prac/ce
this technique by making several
straight marks beginning and ending
at a variety of angles. This will help
you in drawing irregular shapes.
(Kemnitzer)

Exercise: Over-coaEng & Controlling
the Value Range
§

Once a smooth ﬁeld of colour has been
established, the value range within the ﬁeld
can be extended toward the dark end of the
scale by covering the ﬁeld with a second,
third and fourth coat of colour.

§

This is called over-coaEng

§

When the ﬁrst coat is dry (mere seconds),
the next coat is added in areas of the ﬁelds
that are to be darkened or intensiﬁed.
(Kemnitzer)

Exercise: OvercoaEng & Controlling
the Value Range
§

The over-coa/ng has to be done fairly
quickly so as not to dissolve the ﬁrst coat.

§

Marker inks are addi/ve in nature, when
over-coated, they maintain a consistent hue
but darker values.

§

Using your blended parallel stroke work or a
new rendering, try over-coa/ng with parallel
strokes.

§

With this technique, you can create
dramaEc gradaEons
(Kemnitzer)

Exercise: Masking Areas with Tape
§

Precisely deﬁned ﬁelds of colour can be
created using masking techniques. In this
demonstra/on, a geometrically shaped area
is deﬁned with masking tape and burnished
down securely so that the tape wonʼt seep
under the adhesive.

§

Tape works best when dealing with shapes
that have straight edges.

§

When the ink is dry, you can remove the
tape. Be careful not to rip the paper.

§

Try a few irregular shapes (e.g. table top in
perspecEve) using this technique. (Kemnitzer)

Shapes: Flat Surfaces
§

A ﬂat surface that is in horizontal posi/on
(e.g. the surface of a body of water)
always has reﬂected highlights that
appear ver/cal to the viewerʼs eyes.

§

The reﬂec/ons can be drama/cally
illustrated by leaving white spaces
between areas coloured with marker,
using the blended parallel stroke
technique.
(Kemnitzer)

Shapes: Flat Surfaces
§

As an object moves away from horizontal
posi/on, the reﬂec/ons become slanted to
the viewerʼs eye.

§

The reﬂec/ons of the top surface of an
object can be muted by over-coa/ng the
en/re surface with a second coat of marker
colour.

§

While subdued, these reﬂec/ons s/ll look
quite natural. (Kemnitzer)

Shapes: Columns and Tubes
§

Round forms such as columns and tubes
distort reﬂec/ons and stretch them along
the en/re length of the form.

§

These reﬂec/ons are generally centered on
the form, near the point closest to the
viewerʼs eye.

§

It is best to oﬀset the reﬂec/ons to add a bit
of asymmetry and visual interest.

§

The best way to render these shapes is to lay
in ﬁelds of parallel strokes and to lay a
second layer on the ver/cal edge farthest
from the highlight. (Kemnitzer)

Shapes: Columns and Tubes

Shapes: Compound Curves
§

Compound curves are those
surfaces that curve in two or more
direc/ons simultaneously.

§

Illustra/ng compound curves with
markers demands sensi/vity to
the subtle/es of light paBerns and
blending and shading with
markers. (Kemnitzer)

Shapes: Compound Curves
Compound curves:

§

The marker strokes should follow
the contour lines of the form such
as in the example shown here.

§

Because of the tapered form of
this object, the marker had to be
rotated during each stroke to vary
its width.

§

No/ce that the highlights are
tapered so as to emphasize the
form. (Kemnitzer)

Shapes: Spheres
§

Spheres can be characterized by
highligh/ng up to half visible surface of the
form in such a way that the edges of the
highlights conform to the contours of the
shape.

§

Values of the sphere are built up by overcoa/ng. The darkest areas of colour should
be at the boBom and toward one side of
the sphere.

§

The reﬂec/ons can be applied in a subtle
fashion as in the top illustra/on, or
drama/cally like the boBom.

§

The ʻwindowʼ can be drawn in by used the
thinner edge of the marker. (Rendering
with Markers: Kemnitzer)

HighlighEng Forms with Colour
§

The form of an object and
the reac/on of light to it can
be emphasized with the
sensi/ve use of light and
dark lines.

§

Highlight lines are deﬁned
with light coloured pencils
and shadow lines are
deﬁned with dark coloured
pencils and ﬁne black felt.
(Kemnitzer)

HighlighEng Forms with Colour
§

No/ce how the highlight lines
get wider as they approach
the corner closest to the
viewer.

§

The shadow lines are widest
on the boBom edge of the
cube, which helps to give the
illusion that the cube is
res/ng on a surface and not
ﬂoa/ng on the surface.
(Rendering with Markers: Kemnitzer)

Emphasizing Forms on
Coloured Backgrounds
§

The use of coloured papers as a rendering surface
is very popular because of the opportunity to use
the paper colour as an integral part of the
rendering.

§

(1) Marker colour is ﬁrst applied to appropriate
areas, which are always darker than the paper
colour.

§

(2) Using a darker coloured pencil, shadow areas
of the object are added. Because of the
excellent surface tooth of this paper, very rich
evenly blended shading is possible.

§

(3) Highlights are then added using a white or
appropriately coloured pencil. This is very
eﬀecEve in establishing highlights and shadows.
(Kemnitzer) p. 150.

Using Farkles
§

The intensely concentrated spots of the
reﬂected light that occur on forms in
strong light are aﬀec/onately called
ʻfarklesʼ by designers and illustrators.

§

They are also referred to as ʻzitsʼ,
ʻbulletsʼ and ʻhot spotsʼ.

§

They are very helpful in illustra/ng strong
ligh/ng condi/ons and or highly reﬂec/ve
edges and surfaces.

§

(Kemnitzer)

Using Farkles
§

Best of all, farkles add life to the
illustra/on.

§

Farkles are applied aXer all marker
and line applica/ons are
completed.

§

Use a ﬁne brush, gouache or liquid
paper, farkles are applied in shapes
from small dots to long blended
ʻcigarsʼ. (Kemnitzer)
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